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(Not applicable to Northern Ireland)

NOT FOR PUBLICATION, BROADCAST OR USE ON CLUB TAPES

BEFORE 00.30 HOURS B.S.T. (i.e. FOR MORNING PAPERS) ON

DECEMBER 3, 1942

THIS EMBARGO SHOULD BE RESPECTED OVERSEAS BY PREFACING

ANY MESSAGES FILED WITH THE EMBARGO

SIMPLIFICATION OF MEAT PRICES

The Minister of Food has made a new Order ** the Meat (Maximum Retail Prices)
Order, 1942 - replacing the existing Order which has Been in force since

January, 1940, Experience has shown that it stands in need of simplification
in order to fit in with wartime butchery practice. No change (apart from minor

details) is proposed in the Schedule deeding with Kosher neat which was amended In

May, 1941. The changes will take effect from December 14.

The simplification has been carried out in consultation with two sub-committees

of the Consultative Conference of the Retail Butchery Trade; one for England and

Wales and one for Scotland. The simplification will be of benefit both to the

trade and the consumer, in that it aims at bringing about a more uniform standard

of butchery prentice throughout the country.

Tho final adjustment of the wholesale and retail prices, in order to ensure

the prescribed margin of profit, has boon carried out solely by the Ministry,

Tho following are the main changes brought about by tho simplification of tho

price Schedules:-*

(1) There will be one set of price schedules for the whole of England
and Wales; the separate schedule for beef, which is now in force

for London and the Home Counties, has been out out;

(2) There will be one set of price schedules for Scotland, which have

been brought as closely as possible into relationship with those

for England and Wales. The special Scottish descriptions of the

cuts have, however, been retained where necessary;

(3) Unnecessary descriptions are eliminated; only those are retained

which are in general use. For beef, for instance, there will be

10 cuts only.

(4) The wholesale and retail prices are adjusted so as to bring about,

as for as possible, equality in the gross profit margin of the

various categories of meat, but not so as to alter, on the whole,
tho amount chargod by tho Ministry to tho trade or by the trade to

the consumer.

(5) Unnecessary differences of price between adjoining cuts of similar

value and appearance have been avoided. For instance, silverside,

topside and thick flank are now brought together in one price group

for England and Wales and the new standard price will apply whether

a joint or a steak is sold. The corresponding new description for

Scotland "Round or buttock and thick flank" serves a similar purpose.

Again, a uniform price is prescribed for the best end of the neck of

mutton and lamb and the loin; those are joints of similar value, but

at present the prices differ and difficulty has arisen because of the

absence of a uniform practice as to where one joint ends and the

other begins.
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(6) The prices for halves of a leg or shoulder of mutton will he

the same under the new Order as the prices for whole legs or

shoulders.

(7) Retail prices are prescribed under the new Order for carcases,

sides and quarters, thus giving sanction to the well established

custom of butchers to sell these large ” cuts” to catering

establishments, institutions, etc. These prices are maximum

prices on which the establishments' allocations are based, and,
as in the past, the Ministry expects tint caterers will be

allowed cash discounts in keeping with the volume of their purchases.

The butcher is required, as now, to exhibit the price lists. Housewives

will find these, as a rusult of the changes mentioned above, much simpler to

understand.

Price posters are being distributed by the Deputy Meat Agents in England

and Wales, and by the Area Meat Agents in Scotland. The obligation to obtain

and display these posters nevertheless falls on the butcher, and if any butcher

has not received a poster before December 14, he should approach the Ministry's

local Officer.

A separate Order is in course of preparation for Northern Ireland.
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